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Abstract:  Image breaking down into parts is one of the deep techniques in image processing. During past few years, the image 

processing mechanisms are with a wide stretch used in different medical fields for early stage discovery, separating and seeing 

who a person is of diseases; in this, the time using up are important criteria to discover the diseases for the person getting care. 

made automatic brain diseased growth (in body) breaking down into parts and discovery are notedly important in medical 

diagnostics  because it provides news given related to able to use structures as well as possible unused quality not normal tissue 

necessary to mark out surgical map. But automatic diseased growth (in body) breaking down into parts is still hard because of low 

in comparison and ill-defined boundaries and having no error hard question. This make observations work observations about the 

discovery and separating of brain diseased growth (in body) through magnetic resonance imaging mri medical images using 

addition to start or end of word swarm making the most out of (PSO). The algorithm is widely used and rapidly undergone growth 

for its rest putting into effect. This tending to new careful way is chiefly of four steps. First step is pre-processing motion picture 

things and not wanted divisions of mri images are taken away using going after algorithm. Second step has to do with the process 

of taking away the noises and high number of times part using Gaussian apparatus for making liquid clean. Third step, breaking 

down into parts is done using addition to start or end of word swarm making the most out of and fourth step is order, which is 

done by not clear C means (FCM). A being different of algorithms had been offered such as ongoing development techniques and 

addition to start or end of word swarm making the most out of (PSO). This approach, together with not clear C means (FCM), 

give powerful apparatus for making or put right things in a being different of problems of making the most out of, order, facts 

observations and coing into groups. The doing a play of the offered careful way is regularly valued using the mri brain images. 

IndexTerms - Brain Tumor; Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI); Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO); Segmentation;  

Fuzzy C-Means. 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.INTRODUCTION 

 Diseased growth (in body) units are not normal group of prison rooms which form higher places or growths in the body. 

Different types of diseased growths (in body) grow and do uncommonly, depending on whether they are noncancerous (light-

hearted) or cancerous (damaging). Precancerous conditions have the possible unused quality to undergo growth into 

cancer.MRI is a medical imaging way of doing, and it is used for picture of the inside structure of the body. mri of head uses 

powerful magneti fields, radio waves and knowledge processing machine to produce detail picture of the brain which are more 

detailed than other imaging expert ways of art and so on. mri can make ready enough knowledge about the structure of living 

bodies to do with man tissues, also helps in seeing who a person is of diseased growth (in body) unit in body. image breaking 

down into parts says something about to the process of making into parts a by numbers, electronic image into number times 

another fields, ranges with like properties such as gray level, color, material feeling, looks, brightness, and contrast. There are 

many hard problems in the field of good example being seen and image processing. Nearby look for views were used to get 

answer to hard problems in the field of good example being seen and image processing. 

 The PSO algorithm was introduced in 1995 by Kennedy and Eberhart. In earlier days PSO can be used to instrument the 

simple purpose, use and gave (kind attention) to true time applications such as medical image processing, to do with industry 

applications, satellite image processing and so on. PSO is based on swarm news idea of a quality common to a group. swarm 

news is a not natural quick brains based on the all together behavior of gave self-government, self-organized systems in order to 

come to be the made the most out of outcomes. swarm is made up of group of individuals experienced as additions to start or 

end of word. This addition to start or end of word puts forward the made up of parts of the same sort qualities. The nearby 

effect on one another of the additions to start or end of word is based on simple rules. Each addition to start or end of word can 

be self-organized In this paper the process is separated into 2 stages: Pre processing and breaking down into parts uses PSO. 
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pre-processing is a careful way to take away the noise, motion picture things in mri image. The mri image is chiefly of some 

motion picture things [1] such as person getting care details, image information, and some of the not wanted knowledge in it. In 

some image processing techniques such as breaking down into parts and thing giving greater value to is based on the in number 

value of the bit of picture. The motion picture things have the in number values like to that of the diseased growth (in body) 

field, range. So it has an effect on the level of being ready for working of the outcome. because of, in relation to the like in 

number of a field, range of interest and motion picture things the breaking down into parts can be acted-on and the motion 

picture things and noise also can be gave greater value to when the thing giving greater value to [2] operation is done on an 

image. In order to take away this not wanted news given present in the mri image the pre-processing [3] can be done before the 

breaking down into parts process to give in the better doing a play. 

 

2. PROPOSED WORK 

  In this section, describe the proposed technique for effectively segment and detect the tumor from the MRI 

brain images consists of four phases namely pre-processing, image enhancement, segmentation and classification. 

 

2.1 Pre-Processing 

  The raw input image MRI is subjected to a set of pre-processing steps so that the image gets transformed to be 

suitable for the further processing. In this phase the raw image which contains many unwanted information (noise), actual noise 

which gets added due to MRI scan are removed in a sequential manner. First using tracking algorithm the artifacts (Name, Age, 

Sex, Date...) other such textual contents are removed and the Tracking Algorithm is as follows 

Step1: load the image with 256x256 pixels in size. 

Step2: convert the original RGB image into gray image (if the image is RGB image). 

Step3: apply the active contour on the gray image for a user defined mask (for the iteration count of 300). 

Step4: multiply the original gray image with the active contoured image. 

Step5: apply the morphological operation (erosion) on the result of an above step4. 

Step6: convert the gray image into binary image by using the gray threshold value of a step5 image. 

Step7: convert the binary image into convex hull image to extract the foreground objects from the given binary image with 4 or 8 

connected neighborhood of pixels  

Step8: multiply the original gray image with the convex hull image which is obtained in above step7. The resultant image is a pre-

processed image which is obtained in step8. 

 

2.2 Image Enhancement 

  Image thing giving greater value to is the processing of image to get well their looks in terms of better in 

comparison and seen at a distance. In image thing giving greater value to Gaussian apparatus for making liquid clean is sent in 

name for to take away noise and to get well the quality of image. Gaussian is random taking place of white in number value and 

it’s in number value is outlined from Gaussian distribution, it is very much useful to get changed to other form noise and as it 

having an effect equal to the input apparatus for making liquid clean so it is computationally good at producing an effect of and 

gives greater value to image quality with the image division lines. Through Gaussian apparatus for making liquid clean high 

number of times parts such as impulse noise, salt and strong tasting powder noise are taken away. 

 

2.3 Segmentation 

The idea of PSO is originated from the behavior of additions to start or end of word of swarm and the grouping effect on one 

another between additions to start or end of word. While looking for the food, the birds get distributed widely or they move 

together to discover the food is the nature of behavior. The birds look for the food from one place to another, the bird which is 

nearer to food can smell the food. The basic algorithm of  PSO is chiefly of N swarm addition to start or end of word, and the 

position of each of the addition to start or end of word stands for the possible unused quality answer. The swarm addition to start 

or end of word changes its position according to the three sense of right. Keep its inertia  

 Update the condition with respect to its optimal position  
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 Update the condition with respect to the most optimal position of swarm.  

 

                            

                  (2) 

  In these two equations, kid v and kid x denotes the speed of the particle of i and its k times and the d-dimension 

quantity of its position, kid pbest represents the d-dimension quantity of the individual i at its most optimist position at its k times. 

kid gbest is the optimist position of the d-dimension quantity of the swarm. The speeding figures are indicated by c1 and c2 it 

regulates the length when moving to the most particle of the whole swarm and to the most optimist individual particle. The 

random fiction is represented by r1 and r2, in which the random range is denoted by the interval 0-1.  

The methodology implements the PSO algorithm with some image breaking down into parts expert ways of art and so on. It 

includes four stages to get the acted-on brain diseased growth (in body) field, range. The main purpose of this paper is to get out 

the brain diseased growth (in body) separately. This work makes discovery of the mri image, whether it is light-hearted or 

damaging. The make observations paper careful way includes four stages. The first stage is to one who changed beliefs the by 

numbers, electronic imaging and news in medical activity dicom text record form and size into image metal for rubbing down 

form and size. The second stage is implementing the PSO algorithm with the change in the value of N taking n=2 as Default 

value. The third stage is based on the gone by time selecting the best resultant image from the segmented images. The fourth stage 

is getting from the diseased growth (in body) acted-on field, range of brain separately and the algorithm work as takes as guide, 

example, rule. 

The structure of algorithm is as follows:  

Step 1: Convert the brain medical images into DICOM image file extension.  

Step 2: Deal with the same size of the brain medical images. Distinguish between normal and abnormal of the MRI images.  

Step 3: Process the data by using PSO algorithm by taking default value for n=2 using equation 1 and 2.  

Step 4: Changing the n value gives more accurate results(n represents the segmentation level of segmentation)  

Step 5: Calculate the elapsed time and select the best resultant image with equation 3.  

Step 6: On taking the best resultant image and applying the suitable filtering techniques, the affected region can be easily 

separated.  

The addition to start or end of word swarm making the most out of (PSO) is theoretical in scientific make observations and 

designing and making, which is based on the swarm news. The looking for is doed by the rate of motion of the addition to start or 

end of word with no change in structure answers by mathematics and no partly covering. The making the most out of the addition 

to start or end of word and the most person who sees the bringht side addition to start or end of word can send knowledge onto the 

other additions to start or end of word and the rate of motion is very high and good at producing an effect of through the new 

living-stages. The PSO says yes to the true number code, the answers by mathematics are very simple, and it easily makes picture 

of the straight to answer. The number of measure is equal to the unchanging of the solution [4]. Bio-medical application includes 

to do with man shaking observations, cancer order, survival statement of what will take place in the future, gene coing into 

groups, protein structure statement of what will take place in the future and docking, medical substance sometimes used for 

amusement design and in many pharmaceutical applications. Control- it is the largest having the same around 7.6% of application 

square measure of PSO in the ieee Xplore knowledge-base. The part includes designing of controllers, automatic living-stage of 

control tuning, ultrasonic engine control, power plants, and business trade control move liquid-like and system control[5]. 

 
2.4 Classification  

A. The Fuzzy C-Means Algorithm  

Fuzzy clustering Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) is a method of clustering which allows one piece of data to belong to two or more 

clusters with different membership degrees between o and 1.it was first introduced by Dunn[6] and modified by Bezdek[7] .it is 

an iteration based method on optimization of the weighted squared error function  

                                 (3) 

where N is the number of data items ,c is the number of cluster ,m is a fuzzy factor with m>=1,cj is the centroids of the jth 

cluster,xi is the ith data, uij is the membership degree of xi in the jth cluster. The detailed FCM algorithm is described as follows. 
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1) Algorithm 1 Fuzzy C-Means  

1) Set values for iteration terminating threshold ", cluster number c and fuzzy factor m.  

2) Randomly initialize cluster centroid matrix C(q) with ck(k = 1; 2; :::; c).  

3) Calculate the membership matrix U(q) according to C(q) with the following equation:  

      (4) 

(4) Calculate C(q+1) according to U(q) with the following equation:  

                                                       (5) 

5) Update U(q+1) according to C(q+1) with Eq. (2).  

6) If max {U(q+1) − U(q)} ≤ ᵋ, then stop, otherwise, set q = q + 1 and go to step 3. 

 

2.4.1 SUGGESTED APPROACH 

A. Algorithm  PSO_FCM algorithm  

1) Calculate the filtered image.  

2) Initialize Cluster numbers, Initialize initial random cluster centre values (initial random particle position), the degree of 

fuzziness m>1, and velocity of each particle.  

3) Calculate the initial membership value U  

4) Repeat until Termination Condition  

5) For each centre  

-Calculate next membership value U(k+1)  

-Calculate the fitness function or Objective Function  

-Update the pbst and gbest values  

-Calculate the velocity and position of particle (new centre calculation)  

-End for (step 5)  

6) If not termination condition Go to 5  

-End for (step 4) 

 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

As can be seen from fig.1 the results of FCM are shown. The segmentation results of MRI images are seen. Here the segmentation 

can be done as first cluster, second cluster an third cluster. In this we are taking the cluster value three so here only three clusters 

have shown. As seen in table the initial center was taken by FCM  randomly so after 70 iteration we got the results but using 

PSO_FCM we first take initial center randomly but after PSO finding the global best value and find the initial centers, that initial 

center we gives to FCM .The PSO_FCM results are shown in fig.3 .In table 2 we seen the initial center it given by PSO to trigger 

FCM and also calculate the cluster center value by PSO .So after 40 iteration we got the results. So the computation time is very 

less than FCM. Sometimes FCM can be stuck between local minima but in PSO_FCM it gives better segmentation results. 
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Fig.1. Segmentation results of FCM (a) original image, (b) first cluster, (c) second cluster, (d) third cluster 

 

Table 1.Results of FCM 

Initial center 

FCM 

Final center 

FCM 

Total 

Iterations 

0.2134 0.2938  

 

 

 

 

70 

0.2132 0.0445 

0.2138 0.9975 

0.2144 0.6936 

0.2135 0.3726 

0.2131 0.1221 

0.2138 0.5079 

 

The Experimental results of MR images using PSO_FCM results are shown as below. PSO_FCM gives better segmentation 

results over FCM algorithm, also less computation complexity 

 

Fig.2. Segmentation results of PSO_FCM (a )original image, (b) first cluster, (c) second cluster, (d) third cluster 

 

Table 2.Results of PSO_ FCM 

 

Initial center 

PSO 

Final center 

PSO 

Total 

Iterations 

0.0213 0.0471  

 

 

 

 

40 

0.1384 0.4123 

0.1401 0.3362 

0.1303 0.2715 

0.1382 0.5446 

0.1389 0.7364 

0.1389 0.9978 
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Simulations are carried out for different Magnetic Resonance imaging (MRI) images. 

 

 

Fig.3. Segmentation results of FCM (a )original image, (b) first cluster, (c) second cluster, (d) third cluster 

Table 3.Results of FCM 

 

Initial 

center 

FCM 

Final center 

FCM 

Total 

Iterations 

0.2097 0.0027  

 

 

 

 

44 

0.2098 0.1958 

0.2101 0.4632 

0.2101 0.3568 

0.2105 0.9932 

0.2105 0.6521 

0.2097 0.0618 

The Experimental results of MR images using PSO_FCM results are shown as below. 

 

Fig.4. Segmentation results of PSO_FCM (a )original image, (b) first cluster, (c) second cluster, (d) third cluster 
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Table 4.Results of PSO_ FCM 

 

Initial 

center PSO 

Final 

center 

PSO 

Total 

Iterations 

0.1569 0.3598  

 

 

 

35 

0.1601 0.4650 

0.1401 0.0569 

0.1473 0.2160 

0.1732 0.9933 

0.1463 0.1001 

0.1756 0.6529 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The offered way of doing is chiefly of pre-processing image thing giving greater value to, breaking down into parts and last order. 

The mri image knowledge that have been put to use in undertaking. This image knowledge has in it 101 brain mri images, 

including 87 brain images with diseased growth (in body) and the other 14 brain images without diseased growth (in body). In 

this paper, we have grouped together the addition to start or end of word swarm making the most out of (PSO) and not clear C-

Means (FCM) algorithm 1 to act image breaking down into parts for mri images. Our suggested algorithm called PSO_FCM 

could come to a decision about the number of mass, group and mass, group centroids and way these 2 values to do FCM 

algorithm. viewing the usefulness of complete best values.It has made getting well on FCM for no need of random making ready. 

much testing results are made clear and comparison with FCM and PSO_FCM. 
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